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ABSTRACT (10 PT)
In recent years, protocols have been developed to ensure secure
communications over the Internet, e.g., the secure sockets layer (SSL) and
secure electronic transaction (SET). SSL is a deceptively simple technology.
It is easy to deploy. SSL provides the necessary security, users must put more
effort into properly configuring their servers. Deployment of these protocols
incurs additional resource requirements at the client and server. This may
have a negative impact on system performance. An practical model is
developed to study the performance of a web server based on SSL. In our
model, the details of the server certification are represented explicitly. Input
parameters to this model are obtained by measuring an existing SSL
implementation. Analysed the performance & security through
characteristics of SSL.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet and its underlying infrastructure is the most pervasive IT system ever built,
accordingly, more and more applications are required for Web services. Thus, preserving the privacy and
integrity of these messages in service-oriented architectures becomes a challenging part of business
integration, and secure message exchange a requirement for the proliferation of Web services. Hence Secure
Sockets Layer became a de facto security standard for the web services.
The Secure Sockets Layer, also known as SSL, was first created by Netscape Communications as
the first version of SSL was SSLv2[9]. SSL is the most used security protocol for authentication on the Web,
SSL secures data exchange between a client and a server by encrypting it. The SSL makes use of
cryptographic encryption of data sent to and from your website. SSL provides a protected TCP channel that
can be used by higher order protocols. In this way the SSL keeps malicious outsiders from decrypting the
sensitive information. Your customers feel secure because they know that their information has been
transmitted over the Internet with all precautions taken. You can recognize a Secure Sockets Layer by its web
address prefix, “https.”
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RESEARCH METHOD

2.1. Background :
Secure communication between two systems (a client and a server for instance) can be achieved if the
following three aspects are guaranteed:
(a) Privacy : to ensure that the data exchanged cannot be viewed by a anonymous user.
(b) Integrity : to ensure that the data are not modified along the way transferred and
(c) Authentication : to ensure that the end systems are indeed the systems that they say they are. SSL protocol
succeeds the above three goals of communication though its main objectives as End Point Authentication,
Message Integrity, Confidentiality.
To use “https”, you are required to have an SSL certificate. The certificate is actually special data
identifying your server and informing Internet browsers how to encrypt the data that is sent to it. When you
use an SSL certificate, you ensure your eCommerce customers that they are downloading data from your site
only. Your SSL certificate is only valid with your website's domain name. Your SSL certificate also
guarantees your Internet shoppers that the information that they send via the Internet is secure, because only
your server knows how to decode it.
Some web hosting servers include SSL certificates with their hosting packages. Some web hosts require
you to buy your SSL certificate separately, a cost of almost $75 to $200 per year.

2.2. Methodology :
In
SSL.
a)
b)
c)

this section, we discuss the methodology we use for evaluating the Web Server Performance using
Calculate the cipher strength
Within SSL processing, study the SSL Handshake and related major components in each phase.
Analyze the crypto operations in the SSL processing in terms of their architectural characteristics
like number of rounds, key length, block or stream cipher, key exchange support etc.,

To achieve these three major goals, we employed the analytics to compare the real time values of the
server parameters with the range of the possible values for different security levels, thereby giving a rate out
of 100 to that parameter.
The SSL Handshake process can be better explained by the following diagram[9].

Figure 1.SSL Handshake Process
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2.3. Algorithm :
In step 1: We first look at the certificate of the server to verify that it is valid and trusted. The server fails this
step is always assigned a “0” Score.
In Step 2: We inspect server configuration in 6 categories:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)

Protocol Support
Key Exchange Support
Cipher Support
Validity of the Certificate
Digital Signature Support
Renegotiation support
Length of the Security Chain

The parameters considered for the judging the security of web server are the signature algorithm
employed (v) such as SHA-1 with MD5 RSA encryption. Not before and not after dates of certificates
denoting validity of the SSL certification (iv), the type of public key used (i), issuer name, length of the
public key, support of secure renegotiation (which is only available in some of the banking websites), the
encryption algorithm used (number of the rounds, size of the key, is it a Block Cipher or Stream Cipher etc.,).
In Step 3: The final score, a number between 0 and 100 is a combination of scores achieved in individual
categories. A 0 Score in any category lowers the total score depending on its weightage in the total score.
Because small differences between configuration are some times less important, we use weightage and letter
grading for the rating of Server.
The following tables shows the Grading Strategy for the given scores :
Table 1.Scoring Method for Web Server Rating
Numerical Cumulative Score
Score >=80
Score >=65
Score >=50
Score >=35
Score >=20
Score < 20

Grade assigned
A
B
C
D
E
F

In Step 4 : According to the user requirement the analystical results along with ratings are displayed in
different data analytical forms such as Data list, Pie Chart, Bar Charts etc,.
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We developed a web application, aligning with the goals of this research paper and algorithm described.
Following are some of the snapshots of our project :
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CONCLUSION

Given that there is no single correct configuration for every possible use of SSL, we aim merely to give
some reasonable advice in terms of rating that works for majority of users. Individual needs may vary but as
a rule of thumb higher the value of website, stricter the configuration should be. The rating will generate
awareness and enable both users and corporate sector releasing websites regarding the ssl configurations
required for a secure and smart website.
The goal of this Implemented project is to measure the effective security of SSL. After some
experimentation with an assessment of substantially all public SSL sites (about 150 most popular of them),
based on Alexa’s list of most popular sites in the world. Working with a smaller list is more manageable and
allows us to conduct the surveys more often. It also allows us to conduct more thorough analysis to look for
application-layer issues that may subvert SSL security. In addition, focusing on popular sites – we believe –
gives us more relevant results and also excludes abandoned sites.
Having worked with several data sets, each drawing from a different list of sites, we have come to
understand that what we are presenting in our surveys is not a measurement, but a reasonable approximation
of the state of SSL. More important than the results from any one round of tests is how the measurements
change over time. The adoption of a single selection methodology and a switch to monthly testing should
give us an indicator of where we’re heading, which is what we believe matters.
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